Gas tungsten arc welding is the primary process for precision joining. To develop a control system for this process, a novel sensor is proposed to measure the depth of the weld pool surface using a non-transferred arc. A flat surface is periodically established to provide a real-time reference. The main-arc-on period is selected as the system's input. Because of possible large variations/ranges in manufacturing conditions, an interval model control algorithm with updated intervals is adopted. To demonstrate the use of the proposed sensor and control algorithm, closed-loop experiments under different variations have been conducted. Circumferential butt welding of steel pipe has also been included as an application example.
Introduction
Gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) is the primary process for precision joining of metals. If partial penetration (figure 1(a)) is allowed so that the pool of molten metal (or the liquid weld pool or simply the weld pool) is supported by solid metal, welds can be made using a less precise but more productive process-gas metal arc welding (GMAW)-with predetermined welding parameters. However, GTAW applications typically require that the weld pool reach the bottom side of the workpiece (figure 1(b)) to produce full penetration, and the support from solid metal to the weld pool is thus not present. As a result, the liquid metal may drop from the weld pool especially when the backside width is large. Hence, for typical GTAW applications simply following the predetermined parameters may not be adequate. The backside width of the weld pool may be used as a feedback to control the GTAW process in order to prevent possible liquid metal dropping. However, it is not preferred because it can only be directly viewed from the backside. Manufacturing applications prefer sensors which can be carried by a welding torch. Hence, researchers had to estimate the state of the penetration using measurements acquired from the front side (Renwick and Richardson 1983 , Anedenroomer and den Ouden 1998 , Hopko and Ume 1999 , Chen et al 2000 , Fan et al 2003 , Gao and Wu 2003 , Bai and Ume 2004 .
In comparison with the backside width of the weld pool, the depth of the weld pool surface (figure 2) (may also be referred to as the weld pool surface depth or simply the pool surface depth) may be a more direct representation of the state of penetration. This is because, after full penetration is established so that the support of the solid metal is no longer present, the depth of the weld pool surface (the distance it drops below the surface of the workpiece) will significantly increase. If the depth of the weld pool surface becomes excessive, the liquid metal may drop from the weld pool. Hence, skilled operators can adjust welding parameters based on their observation of the weld pool surface without any knowledge of the backside width of the weld pool. In addition, the depth of the weld pool is superior to the backside width of the weld pool in the sense that it can be directly measured from the front side. The depth of the weld pool surface as defined in figure 2(a) is thus proposed by the authors in this paper as a measurement of the state of penetration.
This paper aims at establishing a framework for developing a novel robust sensing and control system for Figure 2. Arc behaviour and weld pool surface. (a) Influence of weld pool surface deformation on arc behaviour. In a regular welding arc, the arc changes its shape with the shape of the weld pool surface. (b) Ideal behaviour. For measurement purposes, it is desirable that the arc always be straight or approximately straight and does not change its shape with the shape of the weld pool surface.
the depth of the weld pool surface which can work under different manufacturing conditions. A robust sensor which can eliminate the effect of manufacturing condition variation on depth measurement is proposed. For a thermal process such as arc welding, its governing equations do not change with the manufacturing conditions. Changes in the manufacturing conditions may only cause the model parameters to change so that the effect on the model structure, if any, should be insignificant. Hence, the process to be controlled can be considered as an interval model whose parameters are not exactly known but are bounded by known (nominal) intervals. This paper proposes using online identification to estimate the intervals and using an interval control algorithm to calculate the control action based on the intervals. It is expected that the resultant adaptive interval model control can form a robust sensing and control system with the proposed sensor so that the system can be used for controlling the state of the penetration without redesign despite the actual manufacturing conditions. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 proposes the sensor. In section 3, the controlled process is defined and the adaptive interval control algorithm is presented. The framework for the proposed robust sensing and control system is thus completed. To demonstrate the use of the proposed sensor and control algorithm, section 4 is first devoted to the modelling and identification of the dynamic uncertain process to be controlled for a selected range of manufacturing conditions before closed-loop control experiments are conducted. In section 5, an application case is presented. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 6.
Integrated welding/sensing system
Optical measurement of the shape or depth of the weld pool surface is complicated by the presence of the bright arc and the specular surface of the weld pool. Because the welding arc is in close contact with the weld pool surface, it may be possible to obtain information about the weld pool surface using the arc as a sensing device without additional attachment. However, the welding arc has only been used in the through-the-arc method (Koseeyaorn et al 1999) for measuring the arc length for arc length control and seam tracking based on the fact that the arc voltage is proportional to the arc length when other parameters, such as welding current, shielding gas flow rate, etc, are fixed. In critical GTAW applications, the transferring nature of welding arcs limits the precision achievable because the trajectories of the electrons are not straight and are subject to the effect of the geometry of the electrodes, such as the shape of the weld pool surface ( figure 2(a) ). Precision measurement of the depth of the weld pool surface requires the measurement of a straight distance with ideal arc behaviour, shown in figure 2(b), which is not subject to the effect of the weld pool surface shape.
To obtain a straight arc with ideal behaviour, figure 3 proposes an integrated welding/sensing system. In this system, an orifice is used but the tungsten electrode extends out of the orifice so that the welding arc (established between the electrode and the workpiece) is not subject to the constraint of the orifice. The arc is free as in GTAW and the characteristics of a gas tungsten arc are retained. This system can establish an arc between the electrode and the orifice to ionize the orifice gas, forming a plasma jet between the orifice and the weld pool surface. When the main welding arc is not present, the electrical potential V a formed by the plasma jet between the orifice and the weld pool surface is inversely proportional to their distance l (Lu et al 2004a) :
where A and B are two constants. Because the plasma jet is not an arc established between the two points of a distance to be measured, it is referred to as the non-transferred arc and the sensor has been referred to as the non-transferred plasma charge sensor (NTPCS) (Lu et al 2004a) . Because the non-transferred measurement arc is ignited in the nozzle plenum and blown by the orifice gas out of the plenum, it is not rooted on the weld metal. Hence, the non-transferred measurement arc is straight ideally as shown in figure 2(b) and is not subject to the weld pool surface geometry. As a result, V a can accurately reflect the length between the orifice and the weld pool surface. However, this indicative property is destroyed when the main welding arc is present. In order to implement the non-transferred plasma charge sensing mechanism during welding, an isolated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) power module is utilized to temporarily switch off the main power supply. When the main arc is off, only the measurement arc is present and the sensing can be done automatically. Welding can be carried out when needed by switching the main arc on via the IGBT.
To use the proposed sensor for measuring the depth of the weld pool surface d (figure 4), a flat reference surface (figure 4(a)) is established to measure the reference output V 0 a which represents the reference length l 0 . To this end, the main current is switched off by the IGBT to start the mainarc-off period which lasts 200 ms in this study to assure that a flat reference (weld pool) surface is established. During this period, the large arc pressure associated with the main arc is not present so that the depth of the weld pool surface decreases and the sensor output increases. When the sensor output stops increasing, the sampling is stopped and the corresponding sensor output is recorded as V 0 a but the main arc will still be off until this main-arc-off period ends. The output sampled at the beginning of this main-arc-off period is used as V a because it represents the deepest weld pool surface l (figure 4(b)). The depth of the weld pool surface d can thus be expressed as
where A is a constant as mentioned earlier and V a = V 0 a −V a is referred to as the relative voltage. As V 0 a V a only varies in a small range in comparison with V a , d can be considered proportional to V a . When manufacturing conditions vary, the It is interesting to know that Vilkas (1966) reported a similar effort. In this early work, the depth of the solidified weld sag was measured as an estimate of the depth of the weld pool surface by using a contact pin which follows the torch with a distance in order to control the weld penetration. This suggests that it has been known by the welding community that the depth of the weld pool reflects the weld penetration.
Adaptive interval model control algorithm
The relative arc voltage V a is the system output y. A weld cycle consists of a main-arc-on period during which the main arc is on and a main-arc-off period during which the main arc is off, and the electrical potential V a formed by the plasma jet between the orifice and the weld pool surface is sampled repeatedly at a specified sampling rate which is 1 kHz in this study. It is apparent that the maximum d in a weld cycle is determined by the main-arc-on period T p when the amperage and travel speed are given. Hence, T p is chosen as the system input u and it will be adjusted by the IGBT physically. The process to be controlled can thus be considered as a single-input single-output discrete-time system. In weld cycle k, its input u k is the main-arc-on period T p (k), and the output y k is the relative arc voltage V a (k). The goal of this study is to design a controller (figure 5) which adjusts u k = T p (k) to control y k = V a (k) at the desired level despite possible variations, fluctuations and changes in manufacturing conditions.
Because of the wide range of possible manufacturing conditions, the process dynamics may vary widely as well. To design a controller which can function under a wide range of possible manufacturing conditions, the controller must be robust. A number of researchers have addressed advanced control of the welding process (Kawahara 1983 , Zhang et al 1996 , Brown et al 1998 , Leith and Leithead 1999 , Santos et al 2000 , Li et al 2001 , Zhang and Liu 2003 , Chen et al 2004a ) using techniques such as adaptive control, neural network, predictive control, etc. However, the uncertainty of the welding process has not been addressed. The predictionbased interval model control envelops system uncertainties with parameter maximum and minimum obtained from extreme-condition experiments. Previous studies have shown that it is an effective approach for the control of welding processes where variations in manufacturing conditions, thus uncertainties of process dynamics, exist (Lu et al 2004b) . Based on prediction, the interval model control guarantees stability when tracking a fixed set point (Zhang and Kovacevic 1997) . That is, if the parameters of the actual model are bounded by the (nominal) intervals used in the interval control algorithm proposed in Zhang and Kovacevic (1997) , it is guaranteed that y k → y * when k → ∞ where y * is the set point of the output.
However, like other robust control algorithms, the interval model control algorithm's performance in general degrades when the intervals increase. For relatively general applications where the resultant parameter intervals are very large, it will be beneficial if an algorithm can be used to identify the model parameters online. Because the interval model control algorithm offers guaranteed stability and the actual parameters do vary during welding, the authors propose that the interval model control algorithm still be used but with the intervals derived from the history of online identified parameters so that interval model control becomes adaptive (Zhang and Walcott 2004) .
The original interval model control algorithm (Zhang and Kovacevic 1997 ) is based on linear systems described using an impulse response model:
where k is the current instant, y k is the output at k, u k−j is the input at (k − j) (j > 0), while N and h(j ) are the order and the real parameters of the impulse response function. h(j ) (1 j N) are unknown but bounded by the intervals:
where h min (j ) h max (j ) are the minimum and maximum values of h(j ) and are known.
Assume that the control actions are kept unchanged after instant k, i.e., u k+j = 0 (∀j > 0). Predicting the output N steps ahead yields
is the unit step response function and its upper and lower limits s max (i) and s min (i) satisfy
It is apparent that
where y k+N ( u k−1 ) = y k+N ( u k )| u k =0 , i.e., the N-stepahead prediction of the output made at instant k assuming that the control actions are not changed at and after instant k, i.e., u k+j = 0 (∀ j 0). The control action u k is thus determined:
Because the calculation of max y k+N ( u k ) requires both the input history and intervals h min (j ) h max (j ) (j = 1, . . . , N) , it appears that the interval model control algorithm does more than a simple worst-case integral control. In addition, it has been proved (Zhang and Kovacevic 1997 ) that for system (3) the control algorithm described in equation (8) 
It is apparent that to successfully implement this algorithm, the parameter intervals have to be such that they bound the parameters in all applications of interest. If the range of applications is wide such that the intervals are large, the system stability specified by (9) will be guaranteed but the response speed may become slow. The accomplishment of adaptive control in updating parameters online inspires the idea of an adaptive interval model (Zhang and Walcott 2004) , in which the intervals are determined adaptively online. However, it would be cumbersome if the impulse response model (3) is used for online identification due to the large number of variables. To minimize the number of identified variables, an auto-regressive model with the form 
is sufficient for process modelling, it can be converted into model (3) with the intervals of poles α 1 , α 2 and parameter b 1 known. When α 1 and α 2 are real and distinctive as in this study, the auto-regressive model (11) is equivalent to the impulse response model (3) with
where
or
If b 1 is independent of α 1 and α 2 , h max (j ) and h min (j ) can occur only at four possible locations:
2 . Further, if α 1 , α 2 and b 1 are all positive,
If the independence of b 1 from α 1 and α 2 cannot be assumed as in typical identification, the identified (b 1 , α 1 , α 2 ) can be used to calculate the gain and poles first. The intervals of the gain and poles can then be used to compute h(j ) intervals. It should be noted that the interval conversion to an impulse response interval model (3) would lose part of the advantage of an auto-regressive type of interval model which can better describe the plant's behaviour so that the plant's dynamics can be better understood. Fortunately, the conversion from model (10) to model (3) is unique and all the mathematical properties will be preserved including possible delay and non-minimum phase. However, when intervals exist, the conversion may increase the uncertainty of the plant knowledge. Hence, it is desirable that an interval model control algorithm be developed based on an auto-regressive type of interval model to preserve the advantage for better description and understanding of the plant's dynamics and to eliminate possible increases in uncertainty in knowledge of the process. Now let us consider the online identification. Referring to system (11), the parameters b 1 , α 1 and α 2 can be adaptively identified online. Denote the system in the form
T is the regression vector and θ = [a 1 a 2 b 1 ]
T is the parameter vector. At every time instant k, a new ϕ is generated and the recursive least-squares (RLS) algorithm (Ljung 1997 ) is used to update θ witĥ
whereθ(k − 1) is the previous θ and P (k) is recursively calculated as
Once θ(0) and P (0) are initialized properly, the system parameters b 1 , a 1 and a 2 can be identified online and the poles α 1 and α 2 can be calculated. In order to find the intervals of the parameters, the gains and poles obtained in the last n instants are searched and the maximum and minimum are found. Consequently, one can obtain the system model (3) and its parameters' bounds. Following equation (5)- (8), the interval model control is carried out with the resultant {h max (j ), h min (j )} (j = 1, 2, . . .). It has been pointed out (Zhang and Walcott 2004 ) that using poles' intervals inherently guarantees stability of the interval model and thus provides better intervals for adaptation. From the application point of view, using history to determine the stochastic parameter intervals appears advisable and effective.
Experimental demonstration
This section will demonstrate the use of the proposed sensor and adaptive interval control algorithm through experiments under different manufacturing conditions. To this end, the authors will use a set of parameter intervals obtained from system modelling as the a priori intervals. During control, if the online identified intervals fall into the a priori intervals, the online identified intervals are accepted and used. Otherwise, the accuracy of the online identification is questioned and the a priori intervals are used.
System modelling
As stated earlier, the system input is the main-arc-on period T p and the output is the relative arc voltage V a . Analysis suggests that, for an integrated welding/sensing system which periodically switches the main current off, the (maximum) weld pool and pool surface depth achieved should increase as the main-arc-on period T p increases. If the main-arc-on period is not very long, the maximum surface depth achieved should be approximately proportional to the main-arc-on period.
Further, due to the heat accumulation, the pool depth at the kth cycle is not only related to the kth main-arc-on period, but should also be related to the previous periods. The process to be controlled may thus be modelled as
where N is the order of the model, T p (k − i) accounts for the contribution of heat input at the (k − i)th cycle and 
which is apparently an impulse response model as model (3). Its order N and coefficients h(i) can be determined experimentally using the F-test and the standard least-squares method (Astrom and Wittenmark 1995) . The experimental conditions must be selected based on the targeted range of manufacturing conditions. For demonstration purposes, this section chooses making beads on stainless steel (type 304) plates with dimensions 300 mm × 50 mm × 2 mm. The orifice gas and shielding gas are all pure argon. The measurement arc current and the orifice gas flow rate are fixed at 10 A and 2.3 l min −1 , respectively. The diameter of the orifice is 4.5 mm and the tungsten extends 1.5 mm. The distance between the tungsten tip and work is 4 mm. Torch travel speed is 2 mm s −1 . The sampling rate is 1 kHz. The main welding current and the main-arc-off period are fixed at 70 A and 200 ms to assure the establishment of full penetration and a flat reference surface.
Because the welding process is highly stochastic, the weld pool surface might undergo considerable variations even when all process parameters are fixed. This is because the weld pool is not only determined by the deterministic factors such as plasma arc pressure, but is the result of balance among all forces which govern the fluid flow, such as pool surface tension, gravity, etc. To reduce the influence of system fluctuation and improve prediction accuracy, the system output is pre-filtered using a low-pass filter with a transfer function
on the final value theorem of z-transform (Ziemer et al 1998) . Simulation results show that β = 0.8 provides good transient response and noise reduction. To identify the model parameters and conduct adaptive interval model control online, the model structure as shown in equation (11) has to be used. Denote the transfer function of the plant as H p (z). The process to be controlled will be (Lu 2004 )
For demonstration purposes, four extreme conditions, with the pair (v, L) (where v is the travel speed and L is the tungsten-tip-to-work distance) to be (1.25 mm s −1 , 3 mm), (2.5 mm s −1 , 3 mm), (2.5 mm s −1 , 5 mm) and (1.25 mm s −1 , 5 mm), are selected based on a targeted range of manufacturing conditions to conduct experiments. The system is persistently excited with random input in the range [100 ms, 500 ms]. Figure 6 shows the resultant input-output pairs. Using the least-squares (LS) algorithm and the F-test, it is found that all four sets of experimental data can be modelled as a firstorder system, i.e., H p (z) = bz 1 − α) . The resultant intervals are thus 2.68 K 7.80 and 0.7721 α 0.9813. As a result, the process to be controlled can be described as 
The impulse response model needed for interval model control calculation can be obtained based on equation (12):
Because α 2 is constant and K is positive and independent of α 1 , the major task in calculating the h(j ) interval is to compute using an appropriate method which can be as simple as just a numerical computation. In real-time control, the parameters in
−1 ) will be adapted online. The intervals of the gain and pole are obtained at each weld cycle from the maximum and minimum of the identified parameters in the last 20 weld cycles. If the intervals fall into the a priori intervals identified from the extreme experiments as shown in (22), the online identified intervals are accepted and used. Otherwise, the accuracy of the online identification is questioned and the a priori intervals are used.
Closed-loop control experiments
Each experiment is initialized by using random input in the range 200-400 ms for 20 weld cycles to include the whole initial transition period. During this period, the parameters are identified and their bounds are searched. (In an actual application with relatively small variation in the manufacturing conditions, a priori intervals may be available from off-line identification. If it is the case, this initial identification period associated with random inputs may not be necessary.) However, they are not implemented until closed-loop control begins at the 21st weld cycle.
Tracking varied set point.
In this experiment, the desired output is changed from 1.3 V to 1.5 V at the 43rd weld cycle. The resultant system output and input are plotted in figure 7(a) and the corresponding frontside and backside welds are shown in figures 7(b) and (c), respectively. As can be seen, the system reached its first desired output relatively quickly. Once the set point is switched to a higher level, the controller rapidly adjusted the input so that the input increased from 270 ms to about 350 ms. As a result, the depth of the weld pool surface increased to its new desired level.
4.2.2.
Electrode-to-work distance variation experiment. During welding, the electrode-to-work distance may vary. To assure the sensor's robustness and accuracy, this paper proposes periodically establishing the reference surface. To test the effectiveness of the proposed method, in this experiment, the electrode-to-work distance L changed from 4 mm to 4.5 mm at the 48th cycle. Figure 8(a) shows the resultant input/output and figures 8(b) and (c) show the front and backside of the weld. It is evident that system output was first stabilized at the set point quickly after the closed-loop control is applied. When the distance increased from 4 mm to 4.5 mm, the conically shaped gas tungsten arc resulted in a larger arc contacting zone on the weld pool and the arc pressure decreased. As a result, the output, i.e., the depth of the weld pool surface, decreased. Fortunately, as can be seen in figure 8(a) , the input increased quickly. As a result, the output returned to the desired level rapidly.
Speed variation experiment.
Travel speed is a critical parameter in welding process. In this experiment, the travel speed v was 2 mm s −1 in the first 47 cycles. From the 48th cycle, the manipulator that carries the torch was modulated so that the travel speed gradually decreased from 2 mm s −1 to 1.5 mm s −1 . Figure 9 (a) shows the experimental input and output. The front and backside of the weld are shown in figures 9(b) and (c), respectively. It is apparent that, due to the closed-loop control, the input has been adjusted to maintain output around the desired level despite the variation in the travel speed. 
Application in pipe welding
When the adaptive interval control algorithm was developed in the previous section, 2 mm thick stainless steel plates were used. The travel speed and the tungsten-tip-to-work distance were in [1.25 mm s −1 , 2.5 mm s −1 ] and [3 mm, 5 mm], respectively. Bead-on-plate experiments were done using the same plates (material and thickness) in the same travel speed and tungsten-tip-to-work distance ranges to test the effectiveness of the developed control algorithm. The a priori intervals obtained under those conditions were used to guarantee the stability.
Because of the adaptation capability, it is possible that the developed system may be used under conditions which are different from the conditions used to develop the algorithm. To this end, the a priori intervals can still be used as the initial intervals but should not be used as the bounds of acceptable online identified intervals. For stable processes, the bounds can be relaxed so that the online identified intervals are acceptable as long as the resultant process model is stable.
To test the robustness of the proposed technology, the developed system and control algorithm have been used in an application whose welding conditions were different from those used to develop the control algorithm and test the algorithm in section 4. This application was the full position pipe welding in which the thickness changed from 2 mm to 3.6 mm, the welding position changed from the flat position to the full position and the travel speed changed from [1.5 mm s −1 , 2.5 mm s −1 ] to 4 mm s −1 . During welding, the torch moved around the circumference of the pipe and the effect of gravity on the weld pool changed continuously. The diameter of the pipe used was 152 mm and both bead-on-plate and butt joint experiments were conducted (Lu 2004 ). Online identified poles were accepted as long as they are stable. The experimental set-up used is shown in figure 10 . During the experiment, the torch travelled a half of the circumference of the pipe from the top to the bottom (from 12 to 6 o'clock). Figures 11(a)-(c) , respectively, show a butt joint experiment through the recorded output/input, online identified α 2 and b 1 , and the welded pipe (Lu 2004) . As can be seen in figure 11(a) , after the controller started to function at cycle 21, the input kept increasing until cycle 70. In the period from cycle 70 to cycle 115 (approximately from 2 to 4 o'clock), the input changed relatively slowly. This implies that the effect of the gravity on the welding process did not change significantly from 2 to 4 o'clock. From cycle 115 to cycle 130 (approximately from 4 to 5 o'clock), the input changed rapidly. It is apparent that the adjusted input controlled the output around the set point which was set much higher than that for 2 mm thick plate. The identified parameters which changed continuously around the clock suggest that the adaptive interval control algorithm is needed.
Conclusions
The integrated welding/sensing system proposed provides a method to conduct precision gas tungsten arc welding with weld pool surface feedback. Because of the durable non-transferred plasma charge sensor, the proposed system appears suitable for welding applications under manufacturing conditions. The use of online reference surface tracking improves the robustness and adaptability of the proposed sensor.
The dynamics of a welding process depend on manufacturing conditions. To guarantee the stability of the closed-loop system, the range of manufacturing conditions used for control system design must be sufficient and the resultant dynamic model is thus uncertain. The interval model provides an effective way to model an uncertain welding process. However, fixed intervals, while guaranteeing stability, may reduce response speed. Adaptive interval model control, which uses updated intervals to improve response speed and uses the a priori intervals identified from offline experiments to guarantee stability, appears a solution to achieve both speed and stability when the targeted range of manufacturing conditions is wide.
The experiments under varied manufacturing conditions verified the effectiveness of the developed control system for weld pool surface depth during gas tungsten arc welding, thus verified the effectiveness of its fundamental elements including the proposed durable non-transferred plasma charge sensor, the proposed online reference surface tracking and the proposed adaptive interval model control method.
While the framework of the robust weld pool surface sensing and control system and principle proposed in sections 2 and 3 is fundamental, the experimental conditions used in section 4 to demonstrate the development of the proposed system and verify its effectiveness were selected for demonstration purposes only. For a particular range of applications, the experimental conditions should be selected accordingly to conduct extreme-condition experiments in order to identify the a priori intervals.
The butt welding of steel pipe shows that the proposed adaptive interval model control system may also be used in applications where the welding conditions are different from those used in identifying the a priori intervals. To this end, the process needs to be stable. The online identified parameters are trusted as long as the corresponding model is stable and are used to compute the intervals.
